About Added Choice®

Information for your pharmacist

Our Added Choice pharmacy benefit gives you a wide range of choices for filling your prescriptions. You can take your prescription to a Select Pharmacy* (includes Kaiser Permanente pharmacies) or a pharmacy that is part of the MedImpact network (includes many local pharmacies and national chains).

We’ve created this flyer to answer questions that your pharmacist might have.

To: MedImpact participating pharmacists
From: Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest
Subject: Added Choice® point-of-service prescription drug plans

In response to the needs of our customers, we offer point-of-service Added Choice plans. With an Added Choice prescription drug plan, members can choose care from Kaiser Permanente Select Pharmacies or participating pharmacies in the MedImpact network.

Added Choice members with access to MedImpact participating pharmacies will come to see you with a prescription drug card or open enrollment form. Each includes the Added Choice trademark and Kaiser Permanente logo. In addition, the Added Choice prescription drug card includes the PCN, the BIN number, the MedImpact logo, and contact information for the MedImpact pharmacy help desk. If the member does not have his or her MedImpact prescription drug card, you can verify the member’s eligibility by calling MedImpact at 1-800-788-2949 and giving them the information on the member’s Added Choice membership card.

MedImpact participating pharmacies may submit claims electronically to MedImpact at the point of sale, or they may contact MedImpact for a paper submission claim form.

For more information on qualifying care, benefits, or billing for Added Choice members, please contact MedImpact at 1-800-788-2949. Thank you for providing excellent service to our members.

*See your Evidence of Coverage for a definition of Select Pharmacy.